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PROPHECY AND SENSIBILITY
Mary Wollstonecraft in
Frankenstein
Syndy M. Conger

very recently, students of Mary Shelley assumed
^•^^^Cthat she adored her father and husband but disowned
s^^^'lher mother—the woman both men adored, Mary
"Wbllstonecraft, famed in her lifetime, savagely defamed just
after her death.^ This essay attempts to correct the impression
by discovering some of the many filial tributes to her mother
Shelley embedded in her first and most famous literary work,
Frankenstein (1818). From the outset, such a project is doubly
haunted by absence, for Shelley's first novel is ostensibly a book
about men in general and literary and genetic fathers in
i

^ Alan Richardson, "From Emile to Frankenstein-. The Education of Monsters,"
European Romantic Review 1 (1991): 147-62; Marc A. Rubenstein, "'My Accursed
Origin': The Search for the Mother in Frankenstein," Studies in Romanticism 15
(1976): 165-94; Janet Todd, "Frankenstein's Daughter: Mary Shelley and Mary
WoUstonecraft," Women and Literature 4, 2 (1976): 18-27; and Joyce Zonana,
"'They Will Prove the Truth of My Tale': Safie's Letters as the Feminist Core of
Mary Shelley's Frankenstein," Journal of Narrative Technique 21 (1991): 170-84. All
consider Frankenstein for its Wollstonecraftian materials. Meena Alexander,
Women in Romanticism (Savage: Barnes & Noble, 1989), emphasizes the contrasts
between mother and daughter.
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particular; it pays little heed to the women's causes that
Wollstonecraft championed throughout her life and no overt
attention whatsoever to Wollstonecraft herself. Susan Lanser
hears few and faint women's voices in the novel and draws a
representative conclusion: Shelley, like Victor Frankenstein,
"could not compose a female."^ Faced with such a text, the
increasing number of critics interested in the mother in
Frankenstein, according to Susan Wolstenholme, "tend to write
in a different register from those who stress the presence of the
father."^ Many talk about the maternal as an abstract principle:
some look for signs of literal motherhood in the noveF; others,
for signs of literary motherhood;' still others investigate the
maternal from a psychoanalytic perspective as a haunting,
sought after, yet "unrepresentable, ineffable presence."^
This study investigates specific signs of a textual Wollstone
craft in Frankenstein, not Wollstonecraft as she actually was
(who, of course, cannot be known) but as her daughter would
have known her: only as mediated by documents, portraits,
and anecdotes by Wollstonecraft herself, her family and friends,
and the press. Redundant occurrences of such mediated signs
^ Susan Sniader Lanser, Fictions of Authority (Ithaca; Cornell University Press,
1992), 143.
' Susan Wolstenholme, Gothic (Re)Visions (Albany: SUNY Press, 1993), 55.
Many of these essays pay tribute to EUen Moer's pioneer study of Frankenstein
as birth myth, origmally a part of a chapter in Literary Women (Netv York:
Doubleday, 1963), among them the arresting studies of Alan Bewell, "An Issue of
Monstrous Desire: Frankenstein and Obstetrics," K:/e Journal of Criticism 1 (1988):
105-28; and Paul Yotmgquist, "Frankenstein: The Mother, the Daughter, and the
Monster," Philological Quarterly 70 (1991): 339-59.
' See especially James Carson, "Bringing the Author Forward: Frankenstein
Through Mary Shelley's Letters," Criticism 30 (1988): 431-53; Barbara Johnson,
"My Monster/My Self," Diacritics 12 (1982): 2-10; and Mary Poovey, The Proper
Lady and the Woman Writer (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984), 114-71,
who are all following a precedent set by Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar in
The Madwoman in the Attic (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979), 221-47, in
assummg that the novel is about, on some level, Mary Shelley's often frustrated
literary ambitions.
' Wolstenholme, 55.
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in the novel suggest not only an unflagging admiration for her
mother on Shelley's part but also a keenly felt and sympathetic
understanding of her mother's posthumous misfortune. By this
means Frankenstein can be read both as a covert homage to
Wollstonecraft and a lament of her fate written in an enigmatic,
fantastic—in a prophetic—code.
When Wollstonecraft grew angry in Letters from Norway at
the "invectives" heaped on Denmark's "unfortunate" princess
Matilda after her death (who was "censured, with the most cruel
insinuation, for her management of her son," "chained with
licentiousness," and even blamed "for her very charities"), she
could not have known that her own reputation would suffer
similar posthumous treatment in the anti-Jacobin press. Just a
few scathing but well-placed attacks on Wollstonecraft's
character after the publication of Godwin's Memoirs of her life
in 1798 shuttled her into oblivion for most of the nineteenth
century. Godwin had not attempted to hide—though he had
tried to explain—his wife's unconventional life, especially her
amours and her attempted suicides. "A philosophical wanton,"
gloated the European Magazine in April of 1798, and "a warning
to those who fancy themselves at liberty to dispense with the
laws of propriety and decency." Their review bristles with
killing terms—ignominy, licentiousness, disgust, detestation,
indignation. The Anti-Jacobin Review reinforced that view:
their key terms were concubinage and prostitution; and they
elaborated the theme in a poem titled "The Vision of Liberty"
that jumbled together accusations of treason, whoredom,
henpeckery, blasphemy, license, and hack writing.^ By 1803
^ Actually, the Anti-Jacobin's poem was one of three devastating poetic satires
aiotmd this time touching on Wollstonecraft and Godwin; the other two were
Richard Polwhele's "The Unsex'd Females" (1798) and T. J. Mathias's "The Shade
of Alexander Pope on the Banks of the Thames" (1799). The information in this
paragraph was gleaned from two sources: Chapter X of Ralph Wardle's Mary
Wollstonecraft; A Critical Biography (Jincola; University of Nebraska Press, 1951),
and W. Clark Durant's Supplement to his 1927 edition of Godwin's Memoirs (rpt.
New York: Gordon Press, 1972).
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even Wollstonecraft's staunchest allies had grown timorous.
Her friend Mary Hays, for example, left her out of a fivevolume Female Biography, and the British Critic could pro
nounce her "already almost foi^otten."' The demonization of
Wollstonecraft was now effectively complete; she had been
transformed from a respected woman of letters, in the words of
Claire Tomalin, into "a bogey, flanked by the spectres of
revolution, irreligion, and sexual anarchy."'
Godwin reportedly tried to shield Wollstonecraft's young
daughters Fanny and Mary from this material.^® If he succeeded
in doing so until Mary eloped with Percy, it must have been a
shock to the sensitive teenager to encounter these attacks;
according to her journal, Shelley read "anti-Jacobin poetry"
some time in 1817. Orphans bereft of mothers typically
experience a complex of emotions and form idealized visions of
those mothers"—add to this, Shelley's implication in her
mother's death and her mother's subsequent defamation, and
the potential complexities increase exponentially. Why else,
asks her biographer Emily Sunstein, would she develop a fear
of scandal so thorough it became a virtual fear of visibility?
When Shelley urges Edward Trelawney to leave her out of his
planned biography of Percy Shelley, for example, or better yet,
not to write it at all, it is hard not to believe she is also voicing
her continuing revulsion at the fate of her mother:
* British Critic 21 (1803): 690-91, as cited in Janet Todd's Mary Wollstonecraft: An
Annotated Bibliography (New York: Garland Press, 1976), 12.
' Claire Tomalin, The Life and Death of Mary Wollstonecraft (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich, 1974; New York: NAL, Meridian, 1983), 246.
This theory is Wardle's, 329, 332-3; in contrast, Emily Sunstein {Mary Shelley:
Romance and Reality [Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989], 53), who
has written Hves of both mother and daughter, beheves that Shelley had read all
of her mother's works and the Memoirs by the time she was fifteen and thus
"learned her mother's history in more intimate detail than if Wollstonecraft had
hved."
" "Thoughts on the Aggression of Daughters" by U. C. Knoepflmacher in the fine
collection titled The Endurance of Frankenstein, ed. Geoige Levine and U. C.
Knoepflmacher (Berkeley: Univenity of California Press), 88-119, is very illtmunating on the subject of maternal deprivation.
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There is nothing I shrink from more fearfully than
publicity...! should be terrified at rouzing the slumbering
voice of the public...This is weakness—but I cannot help
it—to be in print—the subject of men's [her italics]
observations—of the bitter hard world's commentaries, to
be attacked or defended!—this ill becomes one.
(1 April 1829; Letters 11.72)
Notwithstanding her public silence about her mother,
Shelley's journal, private letters, and posthumous papers contain
poignant signs of the value she placed on being the daughter of
"Wollstonecraft, whose maiden name she chose from the outset
to be part of her pen name ("Mary Wollst^ Shelley"). Her
journal reveals that she read or reread nearly everything her
mother wrote during the years before she wrote Frankenstein P
"When told in 1823 that she resembled her mother in "Man
ners," she confided to Leigh Hunt, "this is the most flattering
thing any one c'' say to me." Certain rituals in the Godwin
household may have increased her desire for such a resem
blance. Each year, about two weeks after her birthday,
Godwin made a pilgrimage with her and Fanny to their
mother's grave in St. Pancras' churchyard, probably thereby
reinforcing her sense of connectedness to her mother and her
mother's fate; St. Pancras' Churchyard, in any event, allegedly
became Shelley's favorite retreat as she grew up. Friends of
Godwin reportedly sometimes asked her to stand under John
Opie's portrait of her mother [Figs. 1 and 2] to study the
two faces. She was evidently clinging to superstitious notions
of connection and likeness when she wrote Claire in late Aug^ According to her Journal she read Letters from Norway and Mary in August of
1814; Wrongs of Woman, Posthumous Works, and Elements of Morality in October
of 1814; at least Percy read Rights of Man in November of 1814; View of the
French Revolution by M. W G. in December of 1814; and Rights of Woman in
1816. In many cases, her biographers seem to assume, this would have been a
rereading.
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Figure 1: John Opie, Portrait of Mary WoUstonecraft (1797).
National Portrait Gallery.
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Figure 2: Reginald Easton, Miniature of Mary Shelley.
The Bodleian Library.
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ust of 1833: as nothing can do that but my obict I expect it. I
shall just be the age of my mother and have arrived at my
[grand] first climacteric."" This voiced conviction that she
would re-enact her mother's fate may well have been reinforced
by the suicide of Wollstonecraft's first daughter Fanny, bearing
her mother's initials on her clothing, on 9 October 1816.
To Frances Wright, who wrote to her in 1827 as the famed
Wollstonecraft's daughter, she offered a rarely expressed, but
wholly unqualified, confession of loyalty to her mother: "the
memory of my Mother has always been the pride and delight
of my life, and the admiration of others for her, has been the
cause of most of the happiness I have enjoyed."" Her private
catalog of her mother's virtues is glowing: "greatness of soul,"
"energy of character," genius, sound and clear understanding,
toleration, intrepidity, sensitivity or sympathy. This list
constitutes Shelley's idealized Wollstonecraft, apparently selfselected from texts and tales at her disposal:" Wollstonecraft's
many self-portraits emphasizing the virtues of true sensibility,
critical acumen, and courage;" Mary Hays's posthumous
tribute stressing her "endearing qualities of heart"; an
anonymous biographer's (1803) highlighting of her heroism, her
genius, her independence of spirit, and her "most comprehen
sive benevolence"; the grieving Godwin's dominant memories
of his wife's "trembling delicacy of sentiment" and "luxuriance
" Letters 11.193; written to her stepsister Claire [Jane] Clairemont and dated 24-6
August 1833.
Letters 1.376 and n.3-4.
" This hst was compiled from three sources: an entry in her journal dated 21
October 1838 (cited by Blumberg, 54-5), a letter to Maria Gisborne dated 30
October 1834 (see Letters 11.215), and a brief biographical sketch found in her
posthumous papers with sketches for a biography of her father (cited by Jane
Dtmn, Moon in Eclipse: A Life of Mary Shelley [New York: St. Martin's Press,
1978], 56, from C. Kegan Paul, William Godwin, His Friends and Contemporaries
[London, 1876; rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1970], 1.231).
" Catherine N. Parke, "What Kind of Heroine is Mary Wollstonecraft?" in
Sensibility in Transformation: Creative Resistance to Sentiment from the Augustans
to the Romantics, ed. Syndy McMillen Conger (Toronto: Associated Univenity
Presses, 1990), 103-19.
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of imagination" rather than the "Amazonian temper" she
exhibited in the Vindication of the Rights of Woman f of
Wollstonecraft as a melancholy "female Werter" with uncanny
powers of intuition and a well-developed tragic consciousness.^'
Pinally, to put a face on all these word-pictures, as a girl Shelley
always had Opie's late portrait of her mother to study, once
described by Kegan Paul as
"quite handsome"...tender, wistful, childlike, pathetic
beauty, with a look of pleading against the hardness of
the world...the complexion, rich, full, healthy, vivid...the
clear brown eyes, and the masses of brownish auburn
bair.^'
This portrait, a visualization of the gentler side of Wollstonecraft's nature, seems to have been the schema through which
Shelley filtered information about her mother, the image she
introjected and then projected onto fictional characters. Her
own considerable contribution to the image was to overlay
upon it her dominant impression of her mother as a Cassandra
figure.
Cassandra is a key figure in this investigation. As the tragic
prophetess of Greek legend doomed to see the truth, to say it,
to go wholly unheeded, and at last to be dishonored, she seems
to have represented all that Shelley most admired about her
mother and most lamented about her fate. Wollstonecraft had
alluded to Cassandra once in Letters from Norway (1796)^°
William Godwin, Memoirs of Mary Wollstonecraft (London: Constable, 1927), 55.
Godwin, Memoirs, 72-3, 125. All these images of Wollstonecraft are reviewed
by Ehirant in the Preface to his 1927 edition of the Memoirs. Mitzi Myen,
"Godwin's Memoirs of Wollstonecraft: The Shaping of Self and Subject," Studies
in Romanticism 20 (1981): 299-316, offers keen insight into the motives behind
Godwin's idealized picture of Wollstonecraft: he created the romantic heroine he
needed most to recuperate for and in himself.
Cited in Durant's "Preface" to his edition of Godwin's Memoirs, xxxvii.
2° Throughout this essay I use the short titles of Mary Wollstonecraft as they
appear in her daughter's journal. The full title of the cited travelogue is Letters
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while trying to persuade Gilbert Imlay to consider the claims
of the heart as well as those of commerce;
A man ceases to love humanity, and then individuals, as
he advances in the chase after wealth...every thing must
give way; nay, is sacrificed...all the endearing charities of
citizen, husband, father, brother, become empty names.
But...I must say farewell, Cassandra was not the only
prophetess whose warning voice has been disregarded.^'
For Wollstonecraft, an inveterate mythoclast all her life, this
was a throw-away trope, a spontaneous, one-time self-portrait
drawn for rhetorical effect and just one more among the many
literary masks she donned in her career. For Shelley, in
contrast, who was an inveterate mythmaker all her life, the
Cassandra figure came to play a much more central and steady
role, shaping her self-image as well as her idealized mother
image and her fictions. Here, for example, is Shelley's letter to
Teresa Cuiccioli written on the occasion of Lord Byron's death.
Teresa's loss reminded her of her own loss of Percy just two
years before:
How much you feared this voyage! every day I am more
certain that Cod endowed us with the power to foresee
our misfortunes. But we are all Cassandras, and we are
so blind that we do not give heed to the silent voice that
makes itself heard within our soul. We then know the
truth when the prophecies are fulfilled.^
Written during a Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark.
Mary Wollstonecraft, Letters Written during a Short Residence in Sweden,
Norway, and Denmark, ed. Carol H. Posion (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1976), Letter XXE, 190. References to this work will hereafter be cited in
the text.
^ "A part of the Elect," vol. 1 of The Letters of Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, ed. Betty
T. Bennett (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980), 16 May 1824, 421.
References to this work will hereafter be cited in the text.
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Shelley's notion of prophecy here, nearly identical to her
mother's in Letters from Norway, entails gifted women,
hopelessness, and irrevocable misfortune. At the same time, the
pronoun "we" also forges a rhetorical link between her
perceived sense of herself and her mother, who, like all women,
was a Cassandra. In the first decade of her literary career,
Cassandra remained a preoccupation for Shelley. She created a
series of Wollstonecraft-like Cassandra figures in her first three
novels^; she periodically represented herself in Cassandran
terms in private letters^"^; and she or her characters often
employed, whether consciously or not, persuasive strategies
similar to her mother's, and ones long associated with
prophecy, the veiled "rhetoric of obscuration" and the satiric
"rhetoric of threat"^^.
Shelley's impression of her mother, if mythologized, was
nevertheless both original and arguably accurate;
for
Wollstonecraft self-consciously engaged in secular prophecy
^ The Last Man has its Cumaean sibyl and also Peidita; Valperga has Beatrice (and
her deceased mother, Wilhehnina). Mathilda in the novel of the same name shows
some prophetic propensities as well. See Barbara Jane O'Snlhvan, "Beatrice in
Valperga-. A New Cassandra," in The Other Mary Shelley; Beyond Frankenstein, eds.
Audrey F. Fisch, Anne K. Mellor, and Esther H. Schor (New York: Oxford •
University Press, 1993), 140-58.
See the following self-characterizations: to Maria Gisborne on 3 May 1823
talking of Valperga-. "Is not the catastrophe strangely prophetic. But it seems to
me that in what I have hitherto written I have done nothing but prophecy what
has arrived to" {Letters 1.336); to Jane W. H. Arundel on 13 October 1827, "but
-were not my prophesies of last year strange and true?—Now in vain would I exert
my Sibylline propensities." {Letters 11.15); to Claire on 24-26 August 1834,
"something will happen this year to me to change my fate" {Letters 11.193). For a
good discussion of the increasing importance of the Cassandra figure to nineteenthcentury feminism, see Elaine Showalter, "Miranda and Cassandra: The Discourse
of the Feminist Intellectual," in Tradition and the Talents of Women, ed. Florence
Howe (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1991), 313-27.
^ Herbert Marks, "On Prophetic Stammering," Yale Journal of Criticism 1, 1
(1987): 4-5. I am additionally indebted to Thomas Jemielity, "The Prophetic
Character: Good, Heroic, and Naive," Journal of Literature and Theology 5 (1991):
37—48, for enhancing my understanding of some of the hterary and rhetorical
features of prophecy.
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from at least the time of her Vindication of the Rights of Woman
(1792)^^: "Rousseau exerts himself to prove that all was right
originally," she boasted in chapter 1, "a crowd of authors that
all is now right: and I, that all will he right."^^ In the rest of
the treatise, Wollstonecraft first isolated what she believed to be
the causes of woman's current state of degradation, then
sketched out suggestions to reverse that trend; and throughout
she relied on prophetic strategies that infuse her analysis with
a sense of urgency.
At a few important junctures in her argument she utilized
prophecy's "rhetoric of obscuration" in the form of waking
visions. The best extended example is her mountaintop vision,
reminiscent at once of experiences of Moses^^ and Milton's
Adam. The vision appears in the most important extended
polemic in the book in chapter 5, offering brief respite from her
angry attacks on contemporaries whose advice she believed had
"Rendered Women Objects of Pity, Bordering on Contempt."
By describing herself as stepping back and up to "survey" "as
from an eminence...the world stripped of all its false delusive
charms," she established (at least rhetorically) a more detached
point of view, declared her spirits at last calm, and then told an
allegorical tale of the genesis of reason and virtue in the
passions and the imagination at "the dawn of life"—apparently
to emphasize that all these faculties must be present to foster
Secular prophecy was widespread in England just after 1789 according to Marilyn
Butler. Not only political figures like Edmund Burke and politically engaged
clei^men like Richard Price felt authorized to speak of "futurity"; even poets and
novelists, geologists, historians, and population experts were ready to tell
"narratives of the destruction and construaion of worlds" (Marilyn Butler, "Telling
it Like a Story: The French Revolution as Narrative," Studies in Romanticism 28
[1989]: 354).
Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman, ed. Charles W.
Hagelman, Jr. (New York: Norton, 1967), 43. References to this work will
hereafter be cited in the text.
Orrin N. C. Wang, "The Other Reasons: Female Alterity and Enhghtenment
Discourse in Mary Wollstonecraft's A Vindication of the Rights of Woman," Yale
Journal of Criticism 5 (1991): 140-4.
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the development of the human personality (170). Here and
elsewhere in the treatise, Wollstonecraft offered her versions of
human "genesis" as alternatives to prevailing myths about
origins, which she also directly challenged, by Moses, Milton,
and Rousseau.^'
In such mythoclastic challenges Wollstonecraft frequently
added the prophetic rhetoric of satiric confrontation to veiled
prophetic speech, embedding her accusations, threats, and
occasional promises in metaphors of chains, cages, and bonds,
playing—and seemingly relishing—the role of an enlightenment
feminist Jeremiah. She brusquely dismissed Milton's story of
Eve as sensualist nonsense: "in the true Mahometan strain, he
meant to deprive us of souls" (50). Shortly thereafter, she
challenged Moses's version of the fall, working to demystify the
story she understood to be the central textual authority for
many misogynistic arguments, first by literalizing and ridiculing
it, then by wresting it into a new metaphoric context:
as very few, it is presumed, who have bestowed any
serious thought on the subject, ever supposed that Eve
was, literally speaking, one of Adam's ribs, the deduction
must be allowed to fall to the ground; or, only be so far
admitted as it proves that man, from the remotest
antiquity, found it convenient to exert his strength to
subjugate his companion, and his invention to show that
she ought to have her neck bent under the yoke. (59)

^ On this point Mary Wilson Carpenter's "Sibylline Apocalyptics: Mary
Wollstonecraft's Vindication of the Rights of Woman and Job's Mother's Womb,"
Literature and History 12 (1986): 215-28, is most useful. She believes that in her
treatise Wollstonecraft "attempt[s] to appropriate prophetic discourse thus had to
contend with two levels of oppression at once: the gendered construction of
language itself, as she recognizes in phrases such as 'the language of men,' and the
suppression in biblical prophecy and its institutionalized interpretation of what
might be called the woman's story" (216).
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As she neared the conclusion of her treatise, her exhortations
grew more frequent, more acerbic, and more hyperbolic, even
fantastic. Consider, for example, the very last paragraph:
"Be just, then, O ye men of understanding! and mark not
more severely what women do amiss, than the vicious
tricks of the horse or the ass for whom ye provide
provender—and allow her the privileges of ignorance, to
whom ye deny the rights of reason, or ye will be worse
than Egyptian task-masters, expecting virtue where nature
has not given understanding! (287)
The Rights of Woman was Wollstonecraft's last Jeremiad;
however, another less confrontational, more visionary prophetic
voice rang through her later works and grew dominant in the
Letters from Norway. More reminiscent of the ancient ecstatic
than the confrontational prophetic tradition, this was a
prophecy of sensibility and melancholy, of apocalyptic
premonition and helplessness. As Wollstonecraft's journey
through Scandinavia and her disillusionment with Imlay both
progressed, the occasional critical remarks about "commerce"
began to coalesce into a vision of societies undone by rampant
materialism. Once this fusion took place, Wollstonecraft was
able to iterate a slight variation on a Biblical maxim as her own
prophetic theme and to rally her remaining observations around
it: "under whatever point of view I consider society, it appears,
to me, that an adoration of property," she concluded threequarters of the way through her book, "is the root of all evil"
^tter XDC, 158). Boating along Norway's barren coast, she
had a sudden vision of the future as stark and apocalyptic as
that to be envisioned by her daughter later in The Last Man:
I anticipated the future...to advance a million or two of
years...and pictured the state of man when the earth could
no longer support him. Where was he to fly to from
universal famine.' Do not smile: I really became
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distressed for these fellow creatures, yet unborn. The
images fastened on me, and the world appeared a vast
prison. (Letter XI, 102)
Copenhagen, Wollstonecraft's last stop, unfortunately rein
forced her gathering gloom. To her the manners of Denmark's
citizens were rudimentary and their morals debauched precisely
because they were too engrossed in the dubious twin enterprises
of preserving and increasing their wealth. The ruins from two
recent city fires of 1794 and 1795 were apt emblems, she
decided, of the fruits of such labor:
A gentleman, who was a witness of the scene, assured
me...that if the people of property had taken half as much
pains to extinguish the fire, as to preserve their valuables
and furniture, it would soon have been got under.
(Letter XVIH, 151)
Soon after the fire, these same citizens descended to new depths
of "knavery," in her eyes, by resorting to "plunder" (Letter

xrx, 158).

Although a number of themes and moods from the literary
works of this remarkable mother intersect those of her
daughter—including Wollstonecraft's persistently dim, and often
satiric or apocalyptic, view of the current state of human
society^®—it is the Wronging of Wollstonecraft that most
informs the women characters in Shelley's early novel,
Frankenstein. Each in her own way re-enacts a part of the tale
of the Cassandra-like double death of Shelley's mother: death
of body, death of honor. In this respect, if the horror at the
^ Themes most often discussed are Romanticism, education, and the oppression or
rights of women by men in general or the men in Mary Shelley's life in particular.
Anne K. Mellor's Mary Shelley: Her Life, Her Fiction, Her Monsters (New York:
Routledge, 1988) is the most thoughtful and thought-provoking source for the
consideration of parallels between mother and daughter. For essays on the same
topic, see n6.
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heart of Frankenstein is Shelley's matrophobia, as more than
one critic has suggested,^' then it is of a very special kind: not
simply fear of the mother, but fear of the fate of her mother.
And if there is a desire to possess or recover the mother at the
heart of the novel, also a favored reading,^^ then it is the desire
to recuperate her mother in the sense that Adrienne Rich had
in mind when she talked about how women read other
women's texts:
to "retrieve" them from oblivion, and
"communicate" or "connect" with them, to make sense of
them.^^ There is one unambiguously clear homage to a mother
in Frankenstein. Shelley had her hero speak it, but it expresses,
in addition to grief, that touch of denial and hope of retrievability that she as an orphaned daughter might have felt as she
penned her first novel:
I need not describe the feelings of those whose dearest ties
are rent by that most irreparable evil, the void that
presents itself to the soul, and the despair that is exhibited
on the countenance. It is so long before the mind can
persuade itself that she...can have departed for ever—that
the brightness of a beloved eye can have been extin
guished.^'*
Of all the doomed women characters in Frankenstein,
Elizabeth Lavenza bears the greatest likeness to Shelley's ideal
of her mother. Her character almost seems a mosaic of traits
Mary Jacobus, "Is There a Woman in this Text?" in Reading Woman: Essays in
Feminist Criticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1986), 98-103, 108-9;
Elissa Marder, "The Mother Tongue in Phedre and Frankenstein," IS/e French
Studies 76 (1989): 59-77.
Rubenstein's '"My Accuned Origin'" is the best example of this interpretation.
" Patrocino Schweickart, "Reading Ourselves: Toward a Feminist Theory of
Reading" (1984), reprinted in Contemporary Literary Criticism, ed. Robert Con
Davis and Rondd Schleifer (New "Ibrk: Longman, 1989), 131.
Mary Shelley, Frankenstein, or The Modem Prometheus (The 1818 Text), ed. James
Rieger (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1974), 38. References to the work will
hereafter be cited in the text.
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culled from textual sources in Shelley's memory; a selfless
devotion to the service of others; a playful and affectionate
nature; strong, deep feelings; an exquisite sensibility and
extraordinary understanding were all traits often attributed to
"Wollstonecraft by her friends. Godwin had singled out her
"luxuriance of imagination" for praise; Shelley says of Elizabeth
that her "imagination was luxuriant, yet her capability of
application was great" (30).
Percy Shelley contributed to Elizabeth's description in words
that strongly suggest that he saw Elizabeth as a self-portrait of
his wife.^' This may seem at first to be a complication, but it
may also be read as a clue. Since Shelley's letters make it clear
that she identified with her mother and her fate, it is certainly
possible that she had, in Elizabeth, constructed a fictional
composite of her mother and herself, an hypothesis born out by
various other passages in the text. In this description of
Elizabeth after the death of Victor's little brother William, for
example, known features of Wollstonecraft and Shelley merge
to create a single Opie portrait of the two: a Mary Shelley,
except for her dark hair, so to speak, or a Mary Wollstonecraft,
except for her hazel eyes and slight and graceful figure:
She was now a woman in stature and expression of
countenance, which was uncommonly lovely. An open
and capacious forehead gave indications of a good
understanding, joined to great frankness of disposition.
Her eyes were hazel, and expressive of mildness, now
through recent affliction allied to sadness. Her hair was
of a rich dark auburn, her complexion fair, and her figure
slight and graceful. (75)^^
35 Here is the passage editor Rieger singles out as Percy's contribution: "I delighted
in investigating the facts relative to the actual world; she busied herself in
following the aerial creations of the poets. The world was to me a secret, which
I desired to discover; to her it was a vacancy, which she sought to people with
imaginations of her own" (30).
3^ In all instances this essay cites the 1818 version of the text, which is closer to
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What ties Elizabeth to mother and daughter more closely
than her physical appearance, however, is her melancholy
sensibility, soon to blossom in the story into a tragic prophetic
consciousness. Doubly distraught by the murder of William
and the arrest of her beloved servant, the "poor guiltless
Justine" for the crime, she confides to Victor, "If she is
condemned, I never shall know joy more" (76). As her keen
sense of injustice at Justine's conviction expands into an
apocalyptic vision of society, her gloom seems Wollstonecraftian. Her pained witness to the scapegoating of another woman,
however, sounds more like the pain of Wollstonecraft's
daughter, deprived as she was not only of a mother but of the
privilege of speaking of that mother, and wondering every
moment when she, too, would suffer the same treatment:
Alas, who is safe, if she be convicted of crime?...When I
reflect...on the miserable death of Justine Moritz, I no
longer see the world and its works as they before
appeared to me...now men appear to me as monsters
thirsting for each other's blood...Alas! Victor, when
falsehood can look so like the truth, who can assure
themselves of certain happiness? I feel as if I were
walking on the edge of a precipice, towards which
thousands are crowding, and endeavouring to plunge me
into the abyss. (76, 88)
Victor's narration of the trial as well as Elizabeth's senti
ments underscore Justine's resemblance to a wronged
Mary Shelley's experienced loss of her mother than the 1823 and 1831 versions,
something that becomes especially significant in the case of this passage. It was
considerably altered—drastically generalized—in the 1831 edition as if to erase all
traces of the mother's presence and of any composite portrait: "altered her since
1 last beheld her; it had endowed her with loveliness surpassing the beauty of her
childish years. There was the same candour, the same vivacity, hut it was aUied
to an expression more full of sensibility and intellect." All citations are from the
1818 text with variant readings edited by James Rieger; this last variant reading
occurs in his notes (245).
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Wollstonecraft, both of them destroyed by circumstance and
calumny:
all the kindness which her beauty might otherwise have
excited, was obliterated in the minds of the spectators by
the imagination of the enormity she was supposed to have
committed. (77)
Even Justine herself begins to think that she is the "monster"
she has become in the eyes of others; under priestly "siege,"
she at last confesses to the crime she did not commit (82).
Justine, it bears noting, is presented as unequivocally innocent,
the charges against her as utterly false. She dies disgraced,
however, all the same. Justine's resemblance to Wollstonecraft,
in its turn, underlines Elizabeth's to Shelley as a helpless
witness to her mother's condemnation. At the trial Elizabeth
watches in horrified disbelief as Justine's character witnesses.
melt away, until at last she feels compelled, despite her reserve,
to speak out in court in a desperate attempt to set the record
straight:
It may therefore be judged indecent in me to come
forward on this occasion; but when I see a fellowcreature about to perish through the cowardice of her
pretended friends, I wish to be allowed to speak. (79)
If the circumstantial evidence by means of which Justine is
condemned is considered, however, then she, too, begins to
look like a mother-daughter composite. After the murder of
Victor's brother, a locket with the miniature portrait of
Victor's mother that had been around the child's neck
unaccountably turns up in Justine's pocket. Justine insists that
she has no idea how it got there, though the reader eventually
knows that the creature fiendishly planted it there after
strangling William in order to implicate Justine. The authori
ties assume that she is lying and that her possession of the
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locket verifies that she killed the child. She is condemned, so
to speak, by association with a mother's miniaturized (trivial
ized.?) portrait, something Shelley may well have feared could
happen to her as well.^^
Elizabeth's Cassandran percipience remains with her as she
approaches her wedding night: "a presentiment of evil pervaded
her" (189), which she articulates in the diction and syntax of
Wollstonecraft, then brushes aside: "Something whispers to me
not to depend too much on the prospect that is opened before
us; but I will not listen to such a sinister voice...What a divine
day! how happy and serene all nature appears!" (190). Shortly
thereafter, having disregarded her own prophetic voice, as
Shelley would later say 'we all do,'^® Elizabeth is dead, her
body draped across her wedding bed "lifeless and inani
mate...head hanging down, and her pale and distorted features
half covered by her hair" (193), in a manner reminiscent of
Henry Fuseli's famous picture titled "The Nightmare" [Fig. 3].
The visual allusion to Fuseli may also be an allusion to
Wollstonecraft, whose infatuation with the married artist was
the first of several incidents recounted in Godwin's Memoirs
that contributed to the death of her reputation. This vignette
could be Shelley's gesture not only toward Fuseli's Nightmare
but also towards anti-Jacobin cartoon appropriations of it done
to satirize her parents; if this is true, it further solidifies the
connection between Elizabeth and Wollstonecraft, the one the
victim of murder, the other of slander.
Neither Justine nor Elizabeth, it should be added, are usually
Jacobus, 102; Marder, 71.
" 7ii22. On the Wollstonecraft/Fuseli connection, see Wolstoneholme's 'The
Woman on the Bed {Frankenstein)," ch. 3 of Gothic (ReJVisions, 37-56.
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Figure 3: Henry Fuseli, The Nightmare (1782).
Courtesy D. H. Weinglass.
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first-choice representatives in Frankenstein for Wollstonecraft
and Shelley: they are too passive, too inarticulate, too
victimized. They reflect too little cognizance of the intellectual
prowess of the mother, or the survival and language skills of the
daughter. The two characters most often selected as the
Wollstonecraft-Shelley figures in the book are Felix De Lacey's
Safie and her mother, the latter a courageous defender of
woman's right to "aspire to higher powers of intellect, and an
independence of spirit" in a Muslim world (a favorite metaphor
in Rights of Woman), the former a daughter with her mother's
lessons "indelibly impressed" on her mind, who is quite
determined to realize them in her own life (119). The parallel
is undeniable; but while Safie and her mother may be Shelley
and her mother as she hopes they will appear to posterity,
Elizabeth and Justine are rather obviously daughter and mother
as th^ are (think of Godwin's subtitle for Caleb William^.
Safie's wish-fulfillment, pastoral cottage life is dream-like and
ultimately quite fragile: she escapes destruction with her
adopted family when the Creature sets their cottage ablaze, but
she also disappears from the story at that point and leaves not
a trace behind^'. Elizabeth's and Justine's world, in contrast, is
fantastically nightmarish, but all too credibly unjust and
durable.
There is one other character in Frankenstein of the same
unsettling composite type whose story re-enacts the tale of the
wronged Wollstonecraft, and that is the much allegorized
creature. True, its sex is indubitably male;'*" but its situation
is arguably that of a woman, specifically, that of a typical
eighteenth-century woman as presented, and deplored, in
Wollstonecraft's Rights of Womam judged solely on the basis
" Zonana, "'They Will Prove,'" is a provocative discussion of the disappearance of
the correspondence of Safie and Felix as an ominous yet telling sign of Mary
Shelley's endorsement of a feminist poetics of silence in Frankenstein.
^ This position is persuasively taken both by Todd, "Frankenstein's Daughter,"
27n7, and Bette London, "Mary Shelley, Frankenstein, and the Spectacle of
Masculinity," PMLA 108 (1993); 256, 265n5.
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of external appearance; isolated; declassed; and excluded from
education, the public sphere, owning property, or having a
spousal relationship based on likeness or equality.'^' Lanser puts
it most succinctly: the creature is a "metaphor for, rather than
a representation of, a woman.'"^^ She adds, by way of
explanation, "the monster may figure a woman's anguish, but
a woman is not a monster." I would add, for reasons that
should soon become clear, no, a woman is not a monster, but
she can be made monstrous. At times the creature seems to be
a figural representation of Wollstonecraft as imaged by her
friends or of her orphaned and angered daughter, but at other
times the creature bears a close resemblance to Wollstonecraft
as caricatured by her worst enemies.
At its first awakening, the creature has much in common
with Shelley's positive mother image. Its original impulses seem
to be thoroughly good ones: it is grateful to its maker, gentle,
exquisitely sensitive, intelligent, keenly sympathetic and
idealistic. Many of these noble traits are implied in that first
famous act of its life: to rush to its creator's chamber, pull
back the bedcurtain, fix Victor with its eyes, "if eyes they may
be called," stretch out its hand and grin in a double communal
gesture, and "mutter," as Victor puts it, "some inarticulate
sounds" (53). The eyes, the outstretched hand, the prophetic
stammer are all mantic gestures promising extraordinary
capabilities, offering visible proof as well of Victor's success.'*^
The gentle side of its nature is best exercised while it remains
the passive observer of life in the DeLacey's country cottage;
there, by eavesdropping, it receives its sentimental education.
Lanser, Fictions of Authority, Poovey, The Proper Lady, and Margaret Homans,
"Bearing Demons: Frankenstein's Circumvention of the Maternal," in Bearing the
Word (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), 106 all entertain this
interpretation of the creature. Gilbert and Guhar, Madwoman, see all the
characters as "females in disguise," 227.
Lanser, 168.
Barbara Freeman, "Frankenstein with Kant: A Theory of Monstrosity, or the
Monstrosity of Theory," Substance 52 (1987): 25-7, is suggestive on the prophetic
nature and behaviors of the creature.
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When it witnesses domestic affection, it is overwhelmed with "a
mixture of pain and pleasure" so keen it must withdraw from
its observation post "unable to bear these emotions" (103-4).
The cottagers inspire the creature to read, to perform acts of
selfless kindness, and, despite its discovery of its "miserable
deformity" (109), to dream of a better life, idealistically
convinced, as was the younger Wollstonecraft, that in order to
achieve that life, it simply needed to strip people of their
outmoded prejudices (130).
In these earlier phases, the creature also figures the neglected
or angry child to many critics, and to some, very specifically,
the child of Godwin and Wollstonecraft.'''^ The creature itself
hammers home this message when it finally rediscovers Victor
in the glaciated mountains near his home (it has not seen him
since the night of its "birth"). While Victor tries to banish it
from his sight with a string of epithets designed to stress its
alienness—devil, insect, demon, monster, fiend, enemy—it
stresses in reply its filial relationship like a prophet's refrain to
convince Victor to "hear its tale": "you, my creator," "thou
hast made me," "I am thy creature," "I am thy creature," "I am
thy creature," "you, my creator" (all this within the space of
two pages, 94-5). So appealing is this side of the creature that
although Victor is frequently arraigned in the courts of criticism
for being an unnatural or neglectful father, very few have
ventured to condemn the creature for the monstrous shape it
allows its filial ingratitude to take. For once it determines that
it is doomed to be "solitary and detested" (126), it cuts a swath
of murder through its single parent's life. Only an intrepid few
critics have carried the parallel between Shelley and the
Creature this far and read the novel as an expression of her filial
^ Already cited sources stressing the rebelliousness of Mary Shelley as daughter
(either against mother or father) are Blumberg, Mary Shelley's Early Novels,
Knoepllmacher, "Thoughts on Aggression," and Youngquist, "Frankenstein-. The
Mother, the Daughter, and the Monster." The idea of the creature as unwanted
or negleaed child is most eloquently stated, however, by Joyce Carol Gates,
"Frankenstein's Fallen Angel," Critical Inquiry 10 (1984): 543-54.
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rage. The parallel between daughter, mother, and monster can
be pursued without indicting Shelley for unconscious matricidal
or parricidal impulses, however, by considering the focus of the
book to be not a family plot so much as conspiracy theory.
As the creature's grotesque monstrous side unfolds—as its
words and deeds transgress all the boundaries of filial and
spiritual piety, as it rails prophetically against things as they are,
as it destroys two family circles (DeLacey's and Victor's) and
then demands of its maker a creature to "mate" with in "the
wilds of South America'"*' that must share its defects—it begins
to seem suspiciously like a dark parody, in the form of a
grotesque literalization, of the monstrous Wollstonecraft as
presented in the anti-Jacobin press. "By allowing women but
one way of rising in the world, the fostering of the libertinism
of men," Wollstonecraft had written in Wrongs of Woman,
"society makes monsters of them.'"*' Her political enemies had
twisted her words and turned them against her posthumously,
the far too self-assertive woman they feared. Now, twenty
years after the publication of Godwin's Memoirs, Wollstonecraft's daughter was to tell the story of their crime in the form
of a fantastic parable, absolve her mother of guilt, and turn the
words again on the detractors, but in a way so subtle that only
she would know, in the "rhetoric of obscuration." She herself
dons her mother's Cassandra mantle, then, not just in her
private letters, but in her capacity as author of Frankenstein.
Reconsider, in this context, for instance, the creature's
origins and education. Self-educated but not self-made, it is
presented as a man's brain child already posthumous at birth:'*^
Does this recall Godwin's description of Wollstonecraft's "Amazonian temper"
(55 of the Memoirs)}
Mary Wollstonecraft, TTse Wrongs of Woman: or, Maria, A Fragment, ed. Gary
Kelly (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976), 137.
Most critics assume that the creature is a projection of some sort of Victor's
mind (or state of mincQ, hut at the same time most of them assume that Victor
represents either oppressive man in general, or Romantic idealism in general, or
Percy Shelley in particular. See, for example, Romans, "Bearing Demons," 117,
who cites Gates's "Frankenstein's Fallen Angel," 552, on the same subject. I am
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botched together in a "filthy workshop" from remnants of the
dead in the vicinity of Ingolstadt, a city imagined by antiJacobins to be the birthplace of the French Revolution/' Its
education is an anti-Jacobins's worst nightmare: its sentimental
training they would have considered highly suspect; what it
reads they might have placed on a list of books to ban, unless
read with the proper moral guidance. Proof enough of the
creature's dangerously radical education, for the anti-Jacobins
would have lamented its rebellious discontent with things as
they are and its recklessly destructive way of problem solving.
The first book it encounters is Volney's Ruins of Empires, a
book Marilyn Butler glosses as a history fashioned to present
revolution in the best possible light; English radicals favored it
and conservatives consequently viewed it with great distrust.'"
From Volney the creature learns a Jacobin's disrespect for
"immense wealth and...rank, descent, and noble blood" (115).
Subsequent books read—T^e Sorrows ofWerter, Plutarch's Lives,
and Paradise Lost (124-5)—recall not only, in some cases, books
that Wollstonecraft had actually reviewed, but also other of the
major anti-Jacobin accusations made against her: suicide,
adultery, godless blasphemy. The creature's monstrification,
begun unwittingly by Victor, now accelerates, a process of
suggesting, however, that the creature is indirertly the "hideous progeny" of
WiUiam Godwin, who sent Mary Wollstonecraft's image into the world of 1798
to be made monstrous by his and her political enemies. I am not suggesting, as
does Jane Blumbeig, Mary Shelley's Early Novels (Iowa City: University of Iowa
Press, 1993) that Shelley is thereby executing a general critique of Godwin's
philosophy, but is rather lamenting that his Memoirs fell into the world when they
did. Mellor's studies of the Shelley manuscripts reveal that Percy Shelley revised
the creature's tale least of all, which means that, for once, what we read is what
she wrote {Mary Shelley: Her Life, 44).
The best example of such catastrophic anti-Jacobin fantasies, all three volumes
of which were read by Mary Shelley in 1815, was Augustin Barruel's Memoirs pour
servir d'histoire du Jacohinisme (1797), trans. R. Clifford as Memoirs Illustrating the
History ofJacobinism (1797-98). (See vol. 1 of The Journals of Mary Shelley 1814-44,
ed. Paula R. Feldman and Diana Scott-Kilvert [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987J,
90).
Butler, 361-4.
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which it is occasionally acutely conscious itself. Such a moment
occurs when it discovers and reads Victor's journal, which
minutely described...[e]very thing...which bears reference
to my accursed origin; the...disgusting circumstances
which produced it...[and] my odious and loathsome
person...! sickened as I read. (126).
Like a Justine listening to her confessor, or a Wollstonecraft
returned from the grave to read the anti-Jacobins' poetry, or a
Mary Shelley reading Godwin's Memoirs and its excoriating
reviews, the creature stands poignantly appalled at the power of
its grotesque appearance to "obliterate" all awareness of its
internal beauty in the minds of observers.
Despite its original goodness, however, the creature seems
doomed to follow the anti-Jacobin script, to fulfill its promise
as an "odious" and "accursed" being. It strangles, it stalks, it
haunts, it spies; it rails against wealth and privilege; it destroys
domestic tranquillity; it represents, in one sense, scientific
progress but in effect reverts to primitive savagery. At last, like
a horrific false prophet, it promises to avenge itself if denied its
request, to "glut the maw of death, until it be satiated with the
blood" of Victor's "remaining friends" (95, 94); and besides
that, to wreak havoc on thousands far beyond the borders of
Geneva (96). It is a fabricated disciple, as another critic has
already noted, of the Anti-Jacobin Terror.^® Quite appropri
ately, this projection of a monstrous Wollstonecraft—haunted
by "spectres of revolution, irreligion, and sexual anarchy"—does
away with all three of the ideal Wollstonecrafts in the story:
it frightens Safie away, it frames Justine, and it strangles
Elizabeth. It also destroys its creator's family, friends, and peace
of mind as well, perhaps a clue that Victor could be construed
Lee Sterienbutg, "Mary Shelley's Monster: Politics and Psyche in Frankenstein,"
in The Endurance of Frankenstein, ed. George Levine and U. C. Knoepflmacher
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1979), 143-71.
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as a loving but misguided Godwin, responsible for reconstruct
ing his wife's life after her death, but then finding, after her
resuscitation, that he is appalled by what she and he have
become in the eyes of others.
I would never suggest that this interpretation is the only one
possible of this most ingenious of literary figures. The creature
is ultimately a text in Roland Barthes's sense of the woid, a
palimpsest of traces of stories of injustice or neglect whose
origins are obscure, all so evocative and parabolic in nature that
every new reader reads herself into its plot. I do believe,
however, that Wollstonecraft's story is one of those traces. The
creature contains signs of Shelley's ideal Wollstonecraft, a
person of piety, eloquence, exquisite sensibility, intelligence,
benevolence, and idealism; but it also shows signs of the
Wollstonecraft demonized posthumously by her enemies:
grotesque, unnatural, masculine, impious, destructive of family
values, misanthropic, perhaps lecherous. In the nightmare
world it inhabits, an enormity, a monstrous lie, periodically
eradicates a shining, gifted, innocent woman. "We are all
Cassandras," Shelley seems to say, "and none of us is beyond
the reach of her agony or her infamy." "I am afraid you are a
Wollstonecraft," Godwin once wrote to his daughter when he
realized she was succumbing to paralyzing depression after the
death of a child." Perhaps she, too, was afraid.
" This is reported in Wardle, 336.

